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TIME AND WATER
Constrained by social structures that put limits on how we spend
our time, Time and Water is a statement of conscious intention.
The project comprises the act of contemplating time and
emphasizes individual responsibility for making active decisions
in daily life. It encourages an introspective pause from the
system, a plunge into awareness of the very essence of being.
Physically translating the process of glacial rock abrasion
into a process accessible on the human level plays on our
understanding of the abstract concept of time. It opens a space
for reflection on our relation to different time scales and thereby
a reassessment of personal values.

„photograph of the glacial plane“

I love glaciers.
Glaciers have something magical, they
are mystical, wise old beings who
contain a very special energy I cannot
describe in words. But it is an energy
that I can feel through my body when
I am close to a glacier. My personal
interest and admiration for glaciers
led to a research of glaciers in Iceland
and resulted in the BA thesis paper.
During the process of writing the thesis
I learned in an extended conversation
with Oddur Sigurðsson, glaciologist at
the Icelandic Meteorological Office,
about the extremely fast pace glaciers are
actually retreating, they are expected to
have completely disappeared within the
coming 150 – 200 years.
Being reminded of that fact, I started
the project by going on a field trip to
the outlet glaciers of Mýrdalsjökull and
Vatnajökull, together with my sister who
came to visit me during the Christmas
vacation. This experience had set the
ground for the further process as well as

now, in hindsight, sums up its essence: to
be able to spend one’s time with people
who are truly important to one and to
take a break from the everyday system
which we find ourselves so often trapped
in. The importance of stepping out of
the daily routine, to pause and to reflect
on one’s life, to connect with nature and
the bodily experience and feeling of the
space and environment that surrounds
us.

Outlet glacier of Vatnajökull

I felt that I myself have so often got lost
in our society in terms of being able to
make my own decisions on how I spend
my time and what I truly want to do
with my life, where to be and what to
commit myself to. And I am sure that I
am not the only one who feels like that
so I think this project is very relevant for
the contemporary society which puts a
lot of attention on being productive,
efficient and demands people to be well,
physically and mentally, all the time.
But that is not always the case, we are
human beings, not human doings and
we life through times in which we are
not feeling well and able to function
as we are expected to. In those terms,
the project is a reminder, an exercise
in being. Being human, being mindful,
being able to see what is happening
in the landscape around us and in the
landscape within ourselves.

At an early stage of the process I decided
that my aim is to not create another
product or object. I believe that we own
more than enough things in our life, even
too many in most cases. It is a well-known
pattern to consume more when we feel
sad, distressed or sometimes insecure.
We constantly buy things, therefore we
need to have money, therefore we need
to work and this cycle goes on and on,
constantly amplifying itself, buying more,
needing more money, working more and
loosing ourselves more. We get trapped in
the economic system of constant growth
which depends on our consumerism.

I believe that we should invest more of
our time into ourselves, into our own wellbeing and into learning and understanding
the world we live in. We should invest
our time in gaining knowledge about
processes, systems, cycles and become
aware of the connections between, to get
a more comprehensive insight into our
natural and social environment.

Throughout the whole project I have
continuously met and talked to a variety
of people ranging from professionals as
the aforementioned glaciologist Oddur
Sigurðsson,
philosopher
Guðbjörg
Rannveig Jóhannesdóttir, psychologist
Sofia Krantz and a variety of designers,
both from Iceland and abroad. In equal
measure I have had long and deep
conversations with my closest friend and
ceramicist Tamara Shontshang, my dear
friend and art historian/ graduate student
in Environment and Natural Resources
Shauna Laurel Jones as well with my
beloved sister to reflect on life, all the
world and his brother and on myself.
All these conversations as well as reading
a great variety of books and articles and
listening to podcasts and talks, listed at
the end of this report, enabled me to
experience and look at the world around
me with more intent eyes. It helped me
to get a better understanding of my own

being and existence. This has not at all
been an easy process. On the contrary,
it had at some points become almost
unbearable to look into the dark corners
of my inner landscape, the hidden place.

When a glacier retreats, it reveals the new
land which I called negative space. Once
the ice mass is gone, we can see what
is underneath and I believe the same is
true for us humans. If we take matter or
things away we can look into our inner
land, our emotions and feelings to see
and hear clearer what is happening inside
of us. It helps us to see clearer who we
are. When we can grasp better who we
are we can become more conscious to
decide who we want to be, how we want
to live and how we want to spend our
time.
Time is an important part of the project
as it ties the natural system of a glacier
and the human being together. It plays
on the scale of our understanding of
time. A glacier is thousands of years old
where we in comparison live up to about

100 years which is only a fragment of a
glaciers lifetime. This puts emphasis on
the true value of our time, if we think
about how little time we actually have,
compared to our environment, At the
same time it also embeds the fact that we
are altering our planet rapidly and the
impact we have on it.
The project is a collection of fragments
which encourage the viewer to take
a break, slow down and reflect on his
or her own time. Each fragment has a
different purpose but they are all one.

still of „video of glacial river“

The collection of Fragments

video of glacial river
14:30 minutes long one-shot of Jökulsá,
the river of Sólheimajökull, representing
the constant flow and change of life
itself.

glacial river water filtration
collected water from the river at the
glacier lobe of Sólheimajökull, filtered
to expose the rock dust created by
the glacier during thousands of years,
the pile of dust once used to be the
mountain.

encyclopedia
a curated collection of words and their
meaning to spark the viewers’ curiosity
of reflecting about specific intangible
topics.

glacial rock
collected at Sólheimajökull, an object
of time and texture, softness of the
rock connects to sanded glacial rock.

one shell
separated shells from the sand
hand selected shell pieces of the sand, physical process
to keep our hands busy and enable our mind to think.

300mm x 400mm frame containing
one 3mm x 4 mm small piece of shell,
emphasizing the scale, aims to inspire
the viewer to look closer and discover
different forms of landscape.

pile of sand
collected at the beach of Grótta, Seltjarnarnes.

video of the ocean
14:30 minutes long one-shot of the sea,
filmed at Malarrif, Snæfellsnes peninsula,
representing the mind and our thoughts.

glacial rock sanding
the glacial process of rock abrasion applied
to human activity, physical process to keep
our hands busy and enable our mind to
think.

photograph of the glacial plane
Landscape photography of the
negative space in front of Hofsjökull,
outlet glacier of Vatnajökull.

photograph of the river and glacier
Landscape photography of Sólheimajökull and its river to create context,
also a form of visual documentation of the land.

„one shell“

„glacial river water filtration“

For the exhibition of the project during the graduation show in
the Harbour House of the Reykjavík Art Museum I decided to
spread my fragments within the whole assigned space rather
than having them all together at one place. The viewer has to
physically move within the space to discover the fragments and
by that is allowed to form his or her own connection between
the fragments, which tell the non-linear story.
I installed a step stool for people to step out of the space,
change perspective and watch the video of the ocean which was
projected at the very top of the concrete column in the space.
I placed separated shells from the sand on the floor and had a
pile of shells, as well as a pair of tweezers, next to it so people
understood how it was done and could get a sense of the time
spent on that fragment. At the same time, this set-up of that
particular fragment also allowed the viewer to take action and
step into the spreading process themselves, which interestingly
some children actually did. However, I did not communicate
that it is an option, as I believe that it is a process of time and
an exhibition at the museum is not the right context for that
mindful process.

still of „video of the ocean“

„video of the ocean“

sandpaper

„pile of sand“

„glacial river rock“

„encyclopedia“

I have decided to pause the project for
a little while and let it sink into my own
consciousness just as it is now.
But my aim is to transform the content
into another format and make it publicly
available on my personal website
www.tomasdottir.is
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